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Letter from
the CEO
Hello. I’m Parham Parvizi.
Everyone calls me Par.
https://bit.ly/3oBkjWP
The Data World is evolving. Visionaries across every
industry are staring up at the Cloud, dreaming about
how they can revolutionize their business model with
modern data stack. Our team at Tura.io and Data Stack

We have more than a hundred years of experience as

We can also teach them more advanced techniques to

Academy has the knowledge and resources to ensure

data engineers and we’ve been working with Cloud

scale up your data collection, make the system more

your company can turn your dreams into reality.

technologies since day zero. We know how to help you

robust, and create their own complex data pipelines.

oversee your data. But that can get expensive—hiring a

We say complex, but the software is not that difficult to

team of experts quickly adds up and may surpass your

learn. You just need the right teacher.

Data is potentially your most valuable asset. To harness
it, and unlock its prospective value, you need a system
that’s stable and reliable. If you do that incorrectly, you
risk creating issues like an impure data stream. It’s like
a tainted water source. You may not detect the pollution.
But you start to get sick. Recovery is expensive and
time consuming. Don’t let data pollution impact your

needs. What about hiring your own data engineer? You
know that the hiring process can devour your bottom
line—flying in and meeting with potential employees,
then training someone to fit in with your organization.
What if you had someone already in-house who
understands the Cloud and can help your company

We at Tura.io and Data Stack consult and teach. Our
staff is trained to do both. This is a unique offering,
which most of our clients take advantage of. You can
combine our training packages with our quick-start
consulting programs where our experts stay onsite

utilize its full potential? We can also help you with that.

with you to help jump start your project together.

that collects substantial amounts of pure data and B)

Our companies, Tura.io and Data Stack Academy, offer

earned over the years—whether they are new to data

Build stable pipelines that safely and securely channel

training programs that can teach your employees the

engineering or experienced professionals who want to

that data to the people who can utilize it. Our team at

basics of data engineering. Using our approachable

use the latest tools and techniques more effectively.

Tura.io can do that work for you. Or our team at Data

methods, your employees will learn how to collect data,

Stack Academy can train your personnel to expertly

how to ensure its reliability, and how to harness that

build and manage your data stream.

data for the benefit of your company.

company’s financial health. You need data engineers
who can A) Design reliable and scalable architecture

Your company can benefit from the knowledge we

Please reach out to us. We’re happy to help you make
sense of complex Cloud computing systems that you
will need to learn at some point in the coming years.

Thank you.
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Introduction

Every company needs someone who understands
data engineering.
Moving to the Cloud will cut company costs, improve security, offer more flexibility,
improve performance, and set you up to quickly utilize the next innovation that’s coming
down the road.

Tura.io and Data Stack Academy will train your employees to oversee your Cloud system.
We offer two training levels.

1

In mid-January, a search of Indeed.com found more than 20,000 positions that required
some experience with data engineering. In the United States, there are only about 6,000

engineering. We’ll teach them to understand basic languages, how to store data,
how to transform data, how to integrate key tools, and how to create and oversee
data pipelines that are secure and reliable.

There’s just one problem: There aren’t enough data engineers to fill all the positions
out there.

Associate: These are the employees who have little experience with data

2

Technical: These are the employees who have some data engineering
experience. We’ll teach them advanced techniques in scaling, orchestration,
containerization, and more.

Data Engineers. The math is telling. And it is just going to get worse.
Companies like yours know they must utilize the Cloud to stay competitive. Analysts at
Forrester estimate that in 2022, just a third of all companies will use their own servers to
run business applications. That’s half the percentage of 2019. There is hope. You can be

Contact us for a free consultation. We will help you understand your company’s
needs and find the best package or custom program to help you thrive in the Cloud.

part of the Cloud Migration without breaking your bottom line.
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Associate Data
Engineer Journey

Modules
Python & Pandas
Fundamentals for
Data Engineering

Cloud Data Platforms have completely changed the way companies treat data
analytics. Decisions can be made in real-time, at a fraction of the cost and scale never
imagined before. In order to harness the power of the cloud, Data Engineers must know

SQL Literacy

how to effectively use the new Cloud and Big Data stack.
If you are looking to build a solid foundation as a Cloud Data Engineer, the Associate
Data Engineer path is the place to start. This track will build a solid foundation for
developing and working with the modern Cloud Stack.
In these modules you will learn the fundamental skills you will use throughout your career:

Cloud Data
Engineering
Fundamentals

Write and run Python scripts

API Alchemy

Manipulate data using Pandas and SQL
Interact with big data on the cloud using BigQuery
Access and serve data using APIs

Containerization

Design and deploy serverless data pipelines
Write and deploy containers

Serverless
Data Pipelines
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Python & Pandas Fundamentals for Data Engineering

Module overview
Python is without a doubt the dominant language of Data Engineering. Python is also very lightweight and requires no compilation, which makes it an ideal tool for
Serverless Cloud architecture. In this course, you will learn to write concise, expressive, and readable code; you’ll learn to use Jupyter Notebook to present your code in a
beautiful and reproducible format. You’ll also work with the powerful Pandas library for data manipulation. We highly recommend that you take advantage of the Cloud addon module to take your Python knowledge to the Cloud, and learn to develop and run Python pipelines using the Cloud Serverless technologies.

Outcomes

Curriculum

Essentials

Proficient in setting up a Python development environment

Set up Python

Price: $1,200

Proficient in developing and running Jupyter Notebooks code

Create a virtual environment

Duration: 2 days

Understand how to:

Create Jupyter Notebooks

• Load, transform, and clean data with Pandas

Python fundamentals:
• Basic types

Who should take this module?
Anyone who wants to establish a solid Python foundation

• Iterators
• Functions
• Object-Oriented Programming

Add-on
Python and Pandas on the Cloud. This add-on builds on
basic Notebook and Pandas content but goes into more

for data engineering and quickly become more productive

Pandas:

depth on how to leverage the Cloud tools used with Python

in the language most widely-used by data professionals.

• DataFrames

and Pandas.

This course will teach the key skills for working with data in

• Reading and writing data

Python. No previous knowledge of programming is required.

• SQL functionality with Pandas, which includes grouping
& joining
• Data cleaning

• Jupyter Notebooks on GCP–Colaboratory, Datalab,
& Dataproc
• Pandas with Cloud Storage, Cloud Functions, & BigQuery
• Developing Serverless Cloud Functions
Add-on Price: $350
Add-on Duration: 1 Day
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SQL Literacy

Module overview
Structured Query Language (SQL) has been the primary language for working with data for over 40 years. Strong SQL skills remain as some of the most foundational
elements for a Data Engineer. In this course, you will learn to write advanced SQL queries, work with Google BigQuery to store and transform data, and extend your Python
knowledge to include working with databases.

Outcomes
Understand how to:
• Perform joins, grouping, and aggregations
• Work with databases in Python
Proficient in creating, reading, updating, and deleting data
Proficient in using BigQuery to store and manipulate data

Curriculum

Essentials

Run and connect to a containerized database

Price: $800

Work with databases from an IDE

Duration: 1 day

Create Jupyter Notebooks
Basic queries
• SELECT, INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE
• Ordering

Who should take this module?
Early-career Data Engineers and analysts who want to
establish a strong foundation for working with databases
(including with containers and on the Cloud) and using SQL.
No previous knowledge is required.

• Filtering
Advanced Queries
• Aliasing
• Subqueries
• Dates and times

Prerequisites
None

Aggregating and Grouping
Joins
SQLAlchemy: Python for databases
BigQuery: SQL on the Cloud

Paired with these modules:
Python & Pandas Fundamentals for Data Engineering
Cloud Data Engineering Fundamentals
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Cloud Data Engineering Fundamentals

Module overview
The modern Data Engineer needs to be proficient with cloud technologies. This course will introduce you to Google Cloud Platform and give you an introduction to the most
important Cloud services: Cloud Storage, BigQuery, Cloud App Engine, and Cloud Functions. You will learn to access Google Cloud from the console and the command line,
and to integrate Python and Pandas.

Outcomes
Understand how to:
• Provision and access Cloud services
• Use Cloud Storage
• Use the Cloud SDK

Curriculum

Essentials

Google Cloud basics

Price: $1,800

Cloud Console

Duration: 2 days

Cloud Storage

• Work with data in BigQuery

Cloud SDK and CLI

Proficient in using various Cloud computing services such as
Cloud Run, Cloud App Engine, and serverless Cloud Functions

BigQuery
• Console and CLI
• Dataset creation

Who should take this module?

• Query Editor

The Cloud has completely revolutionized the way we can use data.

• Integrating with Python

Cloud Data Engineers can build prototypes and solutions faster than

Develop and deploy serverless code with Cloud Functions

ever while taking full advantage of the scalability and availability of the
Cloud. This module teaches the basics for using the Cloud effectively.
You will learn how to develop code on the Cloud while using Cloud CLIs,
Console, and SDKs. You will learn the essentials services for storing and
processing Data on the Cloud. This module is for Engineers who wish to
deploy applications and build data-oriented solutions on the Cloud.

• Client Libraries

Prerequisites
Familiarity with Python, SQL, and shell terminal

Deploy a Python Flask APIs using Cloud App Engine
Deploy docker containers on the Cloud using Cloud Run
Deploy Spark applications with Cloud Dataproc
Python and Pandas on the Cloud

Paired with these modules:
Serverless Data Pipelines
Containerization
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API Alchemy

Module overview
Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) are key components of modern software design because they allow applications to exchange data easily and securely. More
companies are commoditizing their data assets by designing rich RESTful APIs, which are shared with clients and end users. In this course, you will learn how to interact with
existing APIs, how to design and deploy your own APIs, and how to make them secure and robust.

Outcomes
Interact with existing APIs
Design your own APIs
Deploy APIs on the Cloud

Curriculum

Essentials

API basics

Price: $950

• HTTP requests, headers, and responses

Duration: 1 day

• Use Postman and cURL to interact with APIs
• Requests in Python
Create your own API with Flask

Who should take this module?

• Use routes
• Create, update, and delete operations

Anyone who wants to understand the best practices for interacting

Advanced topics

with applications and efficiently delivering data to end users or

• Security

other developers. This module prepares you to build and work with

• Authentication

data-driven APIs. Knowledge of Python is recommended.

• Caching
Cloud APIs

Prerequisites
Familiarity with Python, SQL, and shell terminal

• Deploy APIs with GCP App Engine

Paired with these modules:
Python & Pandas Fundamentals for Data Engineering
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Containerization

Module overview
Container technology has changed how modern software is developed. Containers allow software to run quickly and reliably in any environment. In this course, you will learn
to run and deploy containers, use docker CLI effectively, work with docker volumes and ports, build your own containers, and deploy them on the cloud.

Outcomes

Curriculum

Essentials

Understand what containers are and why we use them

Basic Docker workflow

Price: $1,450

Download and run Docker containers

Pull images and run containers

Duration: 2 days

Effectively invoke containers from the command line

Docker administration with Docker CLI

Build your own Docker images

Detached containers and Docker exec

Proficient in developing & deploying Cloud agnostic data
pipelines using Docker images

Docker volumes

Proficient in deploying Docker containers on the Cloud

Use Dockerfile to build your own images
Cloud Run: containers on the cloud

Add-on
Kubernetes. You’ll learn how to take your use of container
technology to the next level and how to work with Google’s
Kubernetes Engine–which lets you perform container

Who should take this module?
Data and Cloud engineers who want to understand the benefits
of containerization technology, and how to use containers to
streamline development and deployment of data solutions.

orchestration at any scale. This add-on includes:
• Cluster design and configuration
• Deploy your application
• Networking and management
• Scaling
Add-on Price: $500
Add-on Duration: 1 Day
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Serverless Data Pipelines

Module overview
Leveraging the power of Serverless Cloud Functions allows modern data engineers to process data in real-time, at scale, and at a fraction of the cost of other Big Data Cloud
tools. Functions are quickly becoming the backbone of modern Cloud data architectures. The serverless paradigm has advantages for Cloud and data engineers–it has
become a key building block for high-performance data pipelines. In this course, you will learn the basics of Cloud Functions, how to use them to process data in response to
real-time events, and how to orchestrate multiple functions to build serverless pipelines.

Outcomes

Curriculum

Essentials

Proficient in using & deploying Cloud Functions

Intro to serverless architecture

Price: $1,295

Design event-based serverless data pipelines

GCP Serverless Services

Duration: 1 day

Orchestrate Cloud Functions with Cloud Workflow

Cloud Functions fundamentals (define and deploy)
Processing data based on Event Triggers:

Who should take this module?

• Storage
• HTTP

Data and Cloud Engineers who want to learn new ways to quickly

Cloud Functions for pipeline batch processing

build high-performance applications and pipelines with no

Orchestration with Workflow

tedious configuration or management of resources and services.
Knowledge of Cloud Fundamentals is highly recommended.

• Workflow console and CLI
• Use Workflows to chain Functions

Prerequisites
Familiarity with Python, shell terminal, Cloud fundamentals

Paired with these modules:
Python & Pandas Fundamentals for Data Engineering
Cloud Data Engineering Fundamentals
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Technical Data
Engineer Journey

Modules
Data Distribution
with Apache Spark

The Technical Data Engineer path is recommended if you know the fundamentals of Data
Engineering but want to create more robust and scalable pipelines. These modules will
teach you how to scale, orchestrate, and leverage cloud streaming technologies–taking
your cloud engineering skills to the next level.

Data Pipeline
Orchestration with
Apache Airflow

After completing the Technical Engineer training, you will know how to:

Use Apache Spark to write scalable pipelines

Stream Processing

Run Spark workflows on the cloud
Orchestrate using Apache Airflow
Design robust and reliable pipelines & DAGs
Process real-time data using Cloud Function and Pub/Sub

Containerization
at Scale with
Kubernetes

Deploy scalable containerized code using Kubernetes Pods
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Data Distribution with Apache Spark

Module overview
More data provides more insight but also brings challenges as data processing tools scale up. How can we get the most out of our ever-increasing volume of data? This
module will teach you how to use Apache Spark–one of the most powerful and widely used tools to scale-up your data processing.

Outcomes
Apache Spark foundation and how it works
Proficient in using SparkSQL and Spark DataFrames
Develop efficient & scalable ETL pipelines
Start/Stop Spark cluster on the Cloud
Run Spark workflows on the Cloud

Curriculum
Spark introduction: distributed data processing

Price: $1,650

• RDDs

Duration: 2 days

• Submit your first job
SparkSQL & DataFrame introduction
• Load data across formats
• View and select functions
• Single column transformations
• Aggregation

Who should take this module?

Add-on

• Grouping

Spark on Airflow. Processing data at scale depends on

• Joining

orchestration. Further, running complex ML models requires

Data Engineers & Data Scientists looking to build more robust and

Advanced DataFrame functions

scalable data pipelines. If you want to tackle an ever-increasing

• Window functions

amount of data and leverage scalable Cloud computing, Apache

• Lambda functions

Spark is the perfect tool for the job. Knowledge of Python is

• User-defined functions

required for this module.

Essentials

Designing efficient ETL processes
Spark on the Cloud

coordination of multiple Spark workflows, which requires
knowledge of Apache Airflow. This add-on will teach you
how to use and integrate Spark and Apache Airflow:
• Design Spark DAGs
• Dataproc and Cloud Composer
Add-on Price: $200
Add-on Duration: 1/2 Day
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Data Pipeline Orchestration with Apache Airflow

Module overview
One of the most fundamental skills of a data engineer is to provide reliable and performant data pipelines. This requires the orchestration and automation of multiple
components. Apache Airflow is an amazing framework–it uses Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs) to define your data pipelines.

Outcomes
Apache Airflow conceptual foundation and its built-in features
Proficient in creating Airflow instances
Schedule, deploy, monitor, and troubleshoot workflows
Design and debug complex DAGs
Use advanced Airflow features such as XCOMs, Operators,
and Decorators

Curriculum

Essentials

Airflow overview

Price: $1,700

• Schedule

Duration: 2 days

• Monitor
• Debug using logs
• Retries and reruns
Advanced DataFrame functions
• Operators
• Sensors

Who should take this module?
Data Engineers who want to reliably and automatically process
data. If you want to automate an ETL process and coordinate
multiple processing tasks, all with robust monitoring and
reliability, the module will give you the Apache Airflow skills you
need. Knowledge of Python required for this module.

• Tasks and sequencing
• DAG design from iterators
• Class decorators
• XCOMs

Prerequisites
Familiarity with Python, shell terminal

Complex DAG architecture
Airflow on the cloud (GCP Composer)

Paired with these modules:
Python & Pandas Fundamentals for Data Engineering
Cloud Data Engineering Fundamentals
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Stream Processing

Module overview
As Data Engineers, it is increasingly important to capture data in real-time. This allows us to gain insights from the data nearly instantaneously. In this module, we will learn
how to build serverless streaming pipelines using Cloud Functions and Pub/Sub that capture and process data in real-time.

Outcomes
Process real-time events using Cloud Functions
Design Streaming data pipelines
Coordinate events using Pub/Sub

Curriculum

Essentials

Cloud Functions

Price: $1,250

• Creation and deployment

Duration: 1 day

• Real-time triggers
• HTTP
• File sensor
• Pub/Sub

Who should take this module?
Data engineers who want to capture the flow of events in real time.
If you want to build applications and pipelines that process the
constant stream of event-driven data, this module will provide the
knowledge of Google Cloud Functions and Pub/Sub to tackle any
streaming task. Knowledge of Python required for this module.

• Publishing to Pub/Sub
Event-driven processing with Pub/Sub
• Topics
• Subscribers
• Manage multiple producers and subscribers
Streaming pipeline design

Prerequisites
Familiarity with Python, shell terminal, Cloud fundamentals

• Architecture design
• Chaining functions
• Orchestration using events

Paired with these modules:
Python & Pandas Fundamentals for Data Engineering
Cloud Data Engineering Fundamentals
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Containerization at Scale with Kubernetes

Module overview
Containers allow data engineers to write modular pipelines that can be deployed as dictated by data flow. Through this module you will learn those answers along with how
to deploy containers in the most scalable fashion using Kubernetes.

Outcomes
Proficient in writing containerized data engineering pipelines
Create and deploy a Kubernetes pod
Scale data pipelines dynamically based on demand

Curriculum

Essentials

Kubernetes overview

Price: $1,050

• Scaling containers

Duration: 1 day

• Configuration
• Pod design and management
• Networking

Who should take this module?

Scaling architecture: What tools to choose?

Data engineers who want to deploy flexible pipelines that
automatically scale to user demand. This module will train
someone to manage K7s clusters and effectively scale docker
services on them. Knowledge of Python and Docker required for
this module.

Prerequisites
Familiarity with Python, shell terminal, Cloud fundamentals

Paired with these modules:
Containerization
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Data Engineer Packages
The package configurations below tend to have the best return on investment for our clients. They are designed to
deliver essential knowledge in the shortest time for clients to fully utilize the power of the Cloud.

Associate Cloud Data Engineer

Associate Analyst Engineer

Data engineers who want to capture the flow of events in real

Do you want to learn the fundamentals of data manipulation? Do

time. If you want to build applications and pipelines that process

you want to interact with databases and gain insights from the

the constant stream of event-driven data, this module will

data? This package gives you the data literacy you will need!

provide the knowledge of Google Cloud Functions and Pub/Sub
to tackle any streaming task. Knowledge of Python required for
this module.
Python & Pandas fundamentals

Python & Pandas fundamentals
SQL literacy
Packaged Price: $2,000

Cloud Data Engineering fundamentals

Duration: 3 days

Serverless Data Pipelines

Group Discount: 5+ Students

Packaged Price: $4,000
Duration: 5 days
Group Discount: 5+ Students

Production-Ready Technical
Data Engineer
Do you want to automate the ingestion of large amounts of data?
Apache Spark and Airflow are the industry leading solutions to
these challenges. This package will teach you the fundamentals
of both technologies so you can create and deploy productionready data pipelines!
Data Distribution with Apache Spark
Data Pipeline Orchestration
Spark on Airflow add-on package
Packaged Price: $3,200
Duration: 4 days
Group Discount: 5+ Students
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Build
Your Own
Journey
Our modules are designed as independent one to two days units; each covering an
essential Data Engineering skill. You can combine our modules in a configuration that
best meets your team needs. Take advantage of our package discount by combining 3
or more modules.
If you have any questions, tell us your requirements and our team would be more than
happy to recommend a package configuration for you.

Discount:

20% on 3 modules
30% on 5 modules
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Train & Build Package
Our experts come onsite to train your team; and they stay onsite to help kick-start your project with your team. This
package is designed to ensure your project gets off to a great start.

Configuration

Step 1

Step 2

Choose one our Data Engineering packages
or Build your own

Add 2 week development sprints at $12,000
per sprint

19

Contact Us
Don’t get left behind by the Cloud Migration. You don’t want to look back next year, knowing you
should have taken this critical step forward. Get ahead of the curve on the technology that is
transforming the day-to-day business of every industry. Make sure your employees are locked-in
and ready to move forward with the technology. It’s not as expensive or time-consuming as you

https://bit.ly/3oBkjWP

may think. Call us today for a free consultation.

Get Your Free Consultation ›
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Meet the Staff

Guy Cutting
Data Engineer, Instructor
Guy is an enthusiastic problem solver who has deep experience working with data, both
on the front and back end. He began his career as a web application developer, working
in ColdFusion, PHP, Java, and MySQL. He learned Python while studying Computational
Physics and writing experimental control software for optics and radio telescope
projects. Eventually his love of math and statistics led him into data science, where
he learned to apply a wide range of models and techniques to gain insight from many
different types of data.
Guy holds a master’s degree in Systems Science, an interdisciplinary field which uses
diverse tools and methods to solve complex problems. Working as a Data Scientist
helped him to realize that his real passion is for designing and deploying data
processing systems that support front-end analysis and Data Science, and now his
focus is in Cloud Data Engineering. He is an experienced communicator who enjoys
translating technical problems for audiences of all backgrounds and skill levels. Guy is
a Google-certified Cloud Engineer.
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David Nielsen
Data Engineer & Architect
David is a curious and creative data wrangler. He first leveraged these skills designing
machine-learning algorithms at NASA Ames, where he published research that was
able to detect previously unknown safety risks in the national airspace. From there,
David moved to Tura.io, where he expanded his data skills to big data and the cloud.
As a consulting data architect and engineer, he has designed and built data pipelines
using Apache Spark and built scalable machine learning solutions to critical industry
challenges.
David earned his master’s degree in Computational Linguistics from the University
of Washington. This field focuses the power of machine learning onto the complexity
of natural language. He has used this to integrate natural language models into data
pipelines. His current focus is Cloud Data Engineering where he leverages the power of
cloud computing to build on-demand data pipelines.
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Parham Parvizi
Founder, Instructor
Parham Parvizi is a founding member of Tura.io and DataStack.Academy. Tura is a group
of professional Cloud Data Engineers and Architects, and DataStack.Academy is the most
comprehensive Data Engineering bootcamp; training the future of Cloud Data Engineers.
Parham has been a Data Engineer and Cloud/Big Data Solution Architect for nearly 20
years working for major silicon valley tech companies. He started by loading floppy disks
into an IBM 8086 machine to play games at the age of five. He learned programming
as a teenager by hiding bookmarks on the shelves at Barnes & Noble. He now guides
companies as a senior advisor on their digital transformation to the Cloud.
Parham is an Apache Software Foundation contributor and was an early adopter and
contributor to open source Big Data projects such as Map Reduce and Hive. He was one
of the founding members of Talend and helped their growth in the Americas and Asia
Pacific market during the early years of the company. As a Talend ambassador, he’s
trained thousands of users around the world. Later, he served as a Big Data Product
Manager at Pivotal (currently known as Vmware Tanzu). He was a team member for
Greenplum Distribution of Hadoop and led the team behind a Hadoop distributed SQL
query language called HAWQ.
As a Data Advisor and Consultant, Parham has had the opportunity and pleasure to work
with nearly every Fortune 100 company over the years. From managing thousands of
node clusters to optimizing data tasks that you are familiar with behind the scenes.
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Get Your Free Consultation ›
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